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VISIONARY
T.LANG DANCE

T. Lang Dance's works have 
been noted as  “powerfully 
thought provoking… mas-
terfully blended” and “un-
settling genius.” 

T. Lang Dance, an Atlanta based dance company, performs 
original provocative works created by artistic director and 
choreographer, T. Lang. Founded in 2008,  Lang relocated 
T. Lang Dance from New York City to Atlanta; continuing to 
develop, direct, and produce high-impact work that blends 
traditional and experimental contemporary movement. T. 
Lang Dance delves deeply into American history and its 
avoided complexities - investigating and excavating untold 
truths of identity and community. Envisioning choreography 
in which dance and technology are interdependent,  Lang 
collaborates with forward thinking composers, visual artists 
and engineers to create interactive and responsive virtual 
environments like no other. 

t. Lang Dance

T. Lang Dance creates a poetic expression of dance, 
which illustrates deep, arousing investigations relevant 
to issues of identity, history and community. Through 
the vehicle of modern dance, Lang's work communi-
cates perspectives with a dance of humor, depth, and 
movement style that captures the attention of the 
viewer with its evocative physicality, technical range and 
emotional viability.

MISSION



Founder and Artistic Director of T. Lang Dance, is dedicated to exposing the arts 
and emerging communities to the creative impact and genius of dance.  Lang 
earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts in performance and choreography from the Uni-
versity of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) and her Masters of Fine Arts in performance 
and choreography from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. In the early 
part of her career, Lang danced with the Metropolitan Opera Ballet and Marlies 
Yearby’s Movin’ Spirits Dance Theater. In 2008, Lang relocated T. Lang Dance from 
New York City to Atlanta.  She continues to develop, direct, and produce high-
impact work that blends traditional and experimental contemporary movement. In 
2011, T. Lang was commissioned to create a work in collaboration with Grammy 
award winning artists Sweet Honey in the Rock. This work, 4 Little Girls, was pre-
sented at the Gala Concert during the historic unveiling of the King Monument in 
Washington, DC.  The following year (2012), her work M O T H E R/ M U T H A was 
presented at Atlanta’s Goat Farm Arts Center.  Creative Loafing and Arts America 
called this work a “powerfully thought provoking… masterfully blended work” of “un-
settling genius.” M O TH E R/ M U T H A delves deeply into the complexities of 
American history. It thoroughly examines the origin of objectifying African American 
women, a topic rarely examined so vividly and honestly through the lens of dance. 
In 2014, High Museum of Art and Goat Farm Arts Center produced Lang’s latest 
works. Post Up pushes the boundaries of dance to create a multi-media experience 
of rich audio and visual adventure. T. Lang Dance also worked on a new collabora-
tive project, Doxology Ring Shout, with American playwright Paul Carter Harrison 
and choreographer Dianne McIntyre for the 2014 National Black Arts Festival. Lang 
began her 2015 season with a commission from Flux Projects for a collaboration 
with visual artist, Nick Cave. Nick Cave's Up Right Atlanta in collaboration with T. 
Lang was presented at Ponce City Market. Assistant Professor in Dance, Director of 
Spelman Dance Theatre at Spelman College, and founder of SWEATSHOP, the At-
lanta summer dance intensive, Lang stays engaged with the next generation of art-
ists. Lang has been on faculty at the American Dance Festival since 2013.

about
T. Lang

Artistic Director



“T. Lang’s New ‘Mother/
Mutha’ Has an Unsettling 
Genesis” – Arts America, 
Online Arts Magazine

POST UP
A Dance, Music and Digital Collaboration with 

John Osbourne & Deigratia Daniels
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S MOTHER/MUTHA
Delving deep  into the complexities of American history. Stripping away the veil of shame, 
Mother/ Mutha reveals the raw emotion and endurance of African women who were forced 
against their will to breed slaves. This work research literature of the courageous Harriet Ja-
cobs, the sinister Willie Lynch, and the images of the audacious Kara Walker to reveal the 
unspoken pain and fortitude of the atrocious act of capitalism and power and the haunting 
affects on the families. This story, masterfully blended, thoroughly examines the origin of ob-
jectifying African American women, some known to us all, but seldom examined so vividly and 
honestly through the lens of dance. 

• 60 minute, 12 dancers, 2 singers,  video projection

Post Up, presented by T. Lang Dance as visual storytelling through movement derived from the 
desire to reconnect with love once lost. Inspired by the literature of Heather Williamsʼ Help Me 
Find My People, which explores the custom of newly freed men and women to post ads in publi-
cations announcing their search for a lost loved one -  T. Langʼs Post Up  focuses on the delu-
sional hope for reunion.  From Post Up to Post Up in the House to Lit, these works evolve to 
investigate the ritual of searching through movement prayers for love tending towards self-
destruction. Post is the final installation of this journey where the love letter, the ad has been 
answered - love has been found. 

The Post Up trilogy is revealed in the following iterations:

• Post - Following multi-generational, uncensored conversations on love and personal diary 
entries that beg for the return of a deceased loved one, this work investigates the search for 
love lost.

• 40 Minutes, 9 Dancers, Interactive video and 3D Mapping

• Post Up in the House- First presented by the High Museum of Art, performed as a visual in-
stallation within the Mi Casa, Your Casa public art exhibition, Created by contemporary Mexi-
can designers Héctor Esrawe and Ignacio Cadena, this work explores the delicate balance of 
sanity, reality and the private unseen prayers of searching hearts,

• Site Specific, 30 Minutes, 6 Dancers, Live Music

• LIT - Writing the letter and finding the location - the latitude and longitude of the loved one 
now found, this work speaks to anticipation of reunification and uncertainty. 

• Variation #1-7, 18 Minutes, 6 Dancers

• Post - Through entangled aggressive movements to staggeringly tender moments, this final 
work explores the familiar complexities of rediscovery as the search for love ends to only be-
gin again.

• 40 Minutes, 6 Dancers, Hologram Interactives, 3D Mapping

https://vimeo.com/101922086
https://vimeo.com/101922086
https://vimeo.com/48867949
https://vimeo.com/48867949


CREATIVELY
INSPIRED

M E E T  U P  R I G H T  A T L A N T A  C H O R E O G R A P H E R , 
T . L A N G
04 06 2015 | POSTED IN

Up Right Atlanta, a collaborative performance between visual and performance artist 

Nick Cave and Atlanta-based choreographer T. Lang, will be more than just a stun-
ning work of  dance and movement - it will be an epic experience for the entire city to 

share in together.

Up Right Atlanta presented by Flux Projects, will take over Ponce City Market on April 
24-26 during an incredible display of  dance, art and design in an active construc-

tion zone within PCM’s Central Food Hall. Local choreographer and Spelman College 
faculty member, T. Lang, will reveal a brand new piece in collaboration with Nick Cave 

and his renowned Soundsuits.

We sat down with T. to discuss her background in dance, her inspiration for Up Right 

Atlanta, and working with Cave’s Soundsuits to create a one-of-a-kind performance.
  

Can you give a brief  synopsis of  your dance background and what brought you to 

Spelman College?
I received a BFA and MFA in Performance and Choreography from University of  Illi-

nois Urbana Champaign and NYU Tisch School of  the Arts respectively.  I danced with 
Marlies Yearby's Movin Spirit Dance Theatre before I began my choreographic ca-

reer in New York City.  While I was presenting my work in the city, I was teaching as a 

visiting artist at several college institutions. I was an artist- in- residence at Spelman 
College in early spring of  2008.  While I was in residence the college offered me a 

tenured track position with their drama and dance department. Joining Spelman's 
faculty is a full circle moment for me. I wanted to attended Spelman for undergrad 

however, they did not have a dance program.

 
Where have you drawn inspiration for choreography?

Nick shared with me that the opening section of  the performance must evoke a feel-
ing of  cleansing while still being explosive. He wants a feeling of  celebration to open 

the work. Along with his new Soundsuits that he will debut, there is one suit that 

resembles an exaggerated version of  a drum major. I have been exploring move-
ment vocabulary from Jackson State University's J5 Drum Majors, one of  my favorite 

HBCU bands that holds a personal significance for me too.  I decided to deconstruct 
and investigate that movement in hopes to create a unique movement language for 

that suit. 

I have been inspired by Nick's Soundsuits. Not only has the material for the suits 
inspired the choreography, but Nick's intention and significance for the construction 

of  the suits for Up Right provided a starting point to create dance phrases. 

How has the process been in making the selection of  performers?

My formula for selecting performers has always been seeking those who display a 
certain grit in their performance. Technique can always be taught and honed but 

seeing performers' true essence and uninhibited passion captures my attention. The 
audition process for Up Right was difficult because Atlanta artists showed up and 

showed out!

https://www.facebook.com/events/748382748590799/
https://www.facebook.com/events/748382748590799/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Nick-Cave-Visual-Artist/299253877181?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Nick-Cave-Visual-Artist/299253877181?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/tlangdanceATL?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/tlangdanceATL?fref=ts
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/up-right-atlanta-by-nick-cave-tickets-15720403149
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/up-right-atlanta-by-nick-cave-tickets-15720403149
http://www.spelman.edu/
http://www.spelman.edu/
http://tlangdance.com/
http://tlangdance.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpNcmh3rxko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpNcmh3rxko


Ponce City Market Interview continued....

How have the design of the Soundsuits affected your choreography?
The suits add another level of awareness for me as I create the movement. Being aware of multiple ways 
the suits can swing or pulse for example, brings more possibilities for movement invention.

Photo Credit James Prinz Photography
How is this performance different than others you have choreographed in the past?
My company members of T. Lang Dance tease me for putting them in costumes that expose them... liter-
ally! With Nick's Soundsuits, the exposure is vastly different than what I am normally use to. Though the 
dancers will be completely covered and unidentifiable, the experience of exposure will be different for 
them. Once the Soundsuits are on, there is this sense of armor protecting you.  I am curious to know 
what type of transformative experience the performers will have as dance and embody the intent. Will the 
performers have a new understanding of exposure though being in a fully covered ensemble that is un-
like their norm?
 
Did anything specific about Atlanta inspire you during your creative process?
I teach an advanced choreography course to graduating seniors from Spelman and Morehouse College.  
I selected 3 students who have excelled in the course to join me in the workshop process for Up Right. 
The workshop process allows time for the development of creative research before I go into the rehearsal 
process with the cast.  My students from the AUC provided an energy and insight that inspired further de-
velopment and experience for Up Right - I gave the task to my students to create the spatial patterns for 
the show.  They personally challenged me every step of the way to dig deeper and abstract further yet 
hinting at familiar movements in order to create an engaging and unpredictable experience. 
 
For more information on Up Right Atlanta on April 24-26 at Ponce City Market and to reserve your ticket 
for this free performance presented by Flux Projects, visit: 

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/up-right-atlanta-by-nick-cave-tickets-15765663524

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/up-right-atlanta-by-nick-cave-tickets-15765663524
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/up-right-atlanta-by-nick-cave-tickets-15765663524


NICK CAVE
IN REVIEW

WONDERLUST ATLANTA

Saturday, April 25, 2015
Nick Cave's "Up Right Atlanta"

Friday night involved a lot of  spectacular firsts for me. It was the first time I've seen Nick Cave's artistry, the first time I've attended a Flux Project event, 

and it was the first time I've visited Ponce City Market. It was a fantastic evening!

There are two shows per day throughout the weekend, of Cave's piece Up Right: Atlanta, each show being comprised of  two distinct performances. I had 
no idea what to expect going in, but let me tell you...you are in for a real treat!

http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.poncecitymarket.com/
http://www.poncecitymarket.com/
http://fluxprojects.org/upright
http://fluxprojects.org/upright


WONDERLUST ATLANTA continued.....

Nick Cave is working with Tracy Lang, assistant professor of dance at Spelman Collegeand artistic director of T. 
Lang Dance. Thirty-one local artists—dancers, performers, and musicians—are performing the work. And it 
was obvious to me that each is committed to their art and to providing a remarkable experience.

I'd like to share a little about the second performance first. It was the longer of the two, less energetic than the 
first, but just as—if not more—potent, and ascendant.

The adornment of the dancers began with encasing them in a prop-cradle infrastructure. I had surmised that at 
least some of the massive amount of props on the stage would become costumes, but I was blown away that 
ALL of it became costumes for the half dozen or so dancers. Believe me...there were enough costume elements 
to dress six times the number of dancers than were in the show.

Said of the performance:
Cave initiates—the lead characters of this work. Through the performance, they are prepared mind, body and 
spirit to face the forces that stand in the way of self-hood, to enter a world over which they have complete con-
trol. Initiates become warriors of their own destiny.

I was impressed that even the final checks and balances, after fully costuming the dancers, was given as part of 
the performance. Truthfully, I thought this segment was interpretive until I finally realized that it was a final cos-
tume check and an unhurried opportunity for the dancers to ready themselves to balance what must be rather 
heavy ensembles.

Intended or not, and as thought-provoking as the performance is, it carries with it a degree of humor. From a 
two-foot tall scarf-wearing duckie—part of the costume adornments—to the dressers using large brushes to 
groom the super-sized fury costume elements, there were ample opportunities to enjoy the quieter of the two 
performances. 

I heard that some felt that the performance was slow and too long, but I think those people totally missed out. 
Frankly, just about the time that I started to think the same thing was the precise moment I began relax into the 
piece and immensely enjoying it. 

It's not at all slow. It calms the mind to a point of reflection and introspection, as well as speculation about the 
story unfolding on stage. It was also when I looked quite closely at the costume design and detail. What appear 
mere common materials—an aluminum Christmas tree, a crocheted throw, and various beaded pieces...to name 
only a few—are actually a complex and intricate chorus of exterior persona. 

The opening moments of this particular performance began with the dancers "disrobing"...not completely, of 
course. We knew then that we were in for something not quite expected. What it became, and what it truly was 
from the beginning, was quite beautiful.

What others are saying about Nick Cave's work...
"Nick Cave's hybrid creations are part Alexander McQueen, part Andy Warhol, and wholly bizarre, brash, and 
beautiful. He combines elements of sound, performance, color, and costume to create whimsical works that even 
the darkest soul would find hard to resist." – Artspace

I mentioned that there were two performances. The first took place on the main level andamong the guests! No-
tice the "drum major" on the far right of the above photo. He was magnificent and delightfully energetic, as were 
the other colorful performers. Both performances were superb. I definitely recommend seeing this show if you 
can swing tickets.

I'd like to thank Carrie of Launch Atlanta for letting me know about the show.

Nick Cave's Up Right: Atlanta is at Ponce City Market for the weekend. I've heard that performances are sell-
ing out (they're free, but require reservations), so check their website for tickets before heading over.If you' don't 
make it to this show, watch for more of Nick Cave's artistry and definitely look for other Flux Projects events!

http://www.spelman.edu/academics/faculty/tracy-lang
http://www.spelman.edu/academics/faculty/tracy-lang
http://www.spelman.edu/
http://www.spelman.edu/
https://vimeo.com/tlangdance
https://vimeo.com/tlangdance
https://vimeo.com/tlangdance
https://vimeo.com/tlangdance
http://www.launchatlanta.com/
http://www.launchatlanta.com/
http://www.nickcaveart.com/Main/Intro.html
http://www.nickcaveart.com/Main/Intro.html
http://www.fluxprojects.org/upright
http://www.fluxprojects.org/upright
http://www.poncecitymarket.com/
http://www.poncecitymarket.com/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/


A Crowdsourced Review of Nick Cave’s “Up 
Right” Performance
by BURNAWAY Staff / May 1, 2015

There was no escaping the buzz last week around the Nick Cave 

performance, Up Right, at Ponce City Market. Organizer Flux Pro-

jectsspent over $125,000, according to executive director Anne 
Archer Dennington, to present the highly regarded artist’s produc-

tion in Atlanta, which sees too few projects of  this caliber.

There were six public performances over three days, April 24-26, 

plus a VIP preview party on April 23. The public events were free of  
charge but required an advance reservation; the 750 slots for each 

presentation filled up quickly, so it was a surprise to find a relatively 
thin crowd at the first performance. According to Dennington, that 

performance had just 400 attendees (including people who took a 

gamble and showed up without a reservation) while the final one 
had 816, with an overall total of  3,728, just shy of  the anticipated 

4,500. After the first day’s underwhelming attendance, Flux released 
more tickets to offset the no-shows who had made reservations. 

Such are the perils of  free yet ticketed events.

As for the performance itself, it has been variously described as 

transformative, exhilarating, and boring. The energetic first half, a 
collaboration with local choreographer T. Lang, featured live drum-

ming and costumed performers dancing throughout the space and 

among the roving audience, all led by a lanky and limber drum major 
(dancer Rikki McKinney), who almost stole the show.

The second half  was somber and slow-moving, with elegiac piano 

accompaniment. Nine black male “initiates” were ceremoniously 

dressed by nine “practitioners” who slowly assembled Cave’s 
SoundSuits on armatures worn by each man, transforming them into 

otherworldly creatures. The men then put on something of  a slow-
motion fashion show, drifting about the stage for a while before exit-

ing, one by one, rather anticlimactically. The performance was in-

tended to reference the violent deaths of  black men at the hands of  
police, yet that important piece of  information wasn’t immediately 

available or easily discernible. While some audience members were 
rapt with attention and visibly moved, others began to fidget and 

trickle out, fading away, just as the performers did.   —Stephanie 

Cash

We asked a number of  attendees what they thought of  Up Right. Let 
us know your thoughts, too, by commenting at the bottom of  the 

page! 

http://burnaway.org/author/burnaway-staff/
http://burnaway.org/author/burnaway-staff/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/upright
http://www.fluxprojects.org/upright
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://www.fluxprojects.org/
http://tlangdance.com/
http://tlangdance.com/
http://xn--%202-442b:29%20www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-bT3fPu9t8
http://xn--%202-442b:29%20www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-bT3fPu9t8


BURNAWAY continued....

Up Right Atlanta was an exhilarating and triumphant experience. It was a jolt of texture, a prism of color, and a glimpse inside of 
the music box. Nick Cave masterfully wove together the collaborative effort, and I appreciated that it was structured in a way that 
showcased many of Atlanta’s talented performers. Drum major/field commander Rikki McKinney rightfully took the spotlight at 
many moments. It was a treat to witness the layering and constructing of the SoundSuits.
—Aubrey Longley-Cook, artist

I thought the performance was really beautiful. The first half was so joyous and colorful; it was amazing how the performers were 
not just dancing in front of us but with us. The dancers actually reached out to touch us and pull us in, making eye contact 
through the mask. It really seemed like they were looking at us watching them, and I felt that this interactive gesture was playful 
but at the same time it created a real positive confrontation between spectator and spectacle. I was aware of my joy but still 
wondered if I should trust the feeling. The second half was much quieter and more contemplative while we watched a ceremonial  
dressing of the performers. The act of witnessing the dressing while still feeling the energy from the first half really amplified the 
physical and psychological weight of that adornment. The whole experience was very powerful, it will stay with me and my family 
for a long time.
—Sarah Emerson, artist

If my Instagram feed is any indication, all of the art-minded Atlantans, and a large swath of “your average citizen(s)” were swept 
away by Nick Cave’s invigorating and thoughtful performance at PCM. I haven’t witnessed such buzz surrounding an Atlanta art 
happening during my five years in town (other than perhaps some of the first Flux Nights, but even then the buzz usually died 
down shortly after Flux Night concluded). The experience was incredibly approachable and rich! During the first act, I was pleas-
antly overwhelmed by all of the activity and the ever-shifting center of attention. People were constantly herding themselves to-
wards the action, only for the drum major to leap back down the human hallway, causing everyone to amble back. It takes a lot to 
get someone to move from their art-watching spot, and the fact that the crowd was constantly in motion is a testament to the 
success of the performance.
The second act felt especially poignant in the current political and racial crisis plaguing America. It offered an alternative view of 
“the black man” as a quiet, regal figure, being adorned with spirited swaths of color and texture, not as a threatening and aggres-
sive “thug” that is poised to run down a cop lest the cop use deadly force first. The performance coincided with, or very narrowly 
preceded, the murder of Freddie Gray in Baltimore, and follows the countless other murders of unarmed black men by the police 
across the nation. The men on stage were nothing to fear, in their normal clothes, as they undressed, or as they were reinvented 
by the SoundSuits, and yet those same men are all at the same incredibly elevated level of risk when it comes to being the victim 
of violence at the hands of the police. I also found it interesting that the performers on stage were not so much their own agents, 
rather, they were at the will of the lab coats solemnly drifting about stage. I do not if I read the lab coats as a more nefarious me-
diation or as neutral silent aides.
—Jordan Stubbs, artist and cofounder of the Low Museum

Kudos to Flux Projects for bringing Nick Cave’s work to Atlanta! His practice reflects all of what the Atlanta cultural community 
has to offer—fine art, fashion and music. The piece was fantastic in the new PCM, and the added layer of including local per-
formers and the Spelman dance department brought considerable depth to the already complex piece. I also applaud Nick for 
being an artist who continues to experiment. The somber and introspective nature of the second half of the performance was a 
vulnerable side of the artist one does not typically see. And the first half had all of the trademark vibrancy for which he is so well 
known. What a bom for Atlanta to get to experience both!
—Melissa Messina, independent curator and Up Right volunteer

Volunteering for Flux Projects gave me two significantly different views of Up Right: Atlanta. For my first experience of the per-
formance, everything was new (except that I grew up amid Mardi Gras celebrations in Mobile, Alabama, and in New Orleans, so 
… not novel). And eye-poppingly colorful. I found the percussive first half moving in the sense that I could not resist movement, 
dancing, reeling with the rhythms of the multiple drummers.
I found the solo keyboard accompaniment of the second half somnolent in comparison—but only the first time. Knowing what to 
expect during the work’s second Sunday performance (and final for Atlanta), and having a view of the proceedings from above, I 
watched the arduously attired dancers recede, one by one, into the distant reaches of Ponce City Market. By the end, with near-
funereal music hanging in the air around me, I felt as if I was watching the last Carnival float (along with every iota of its cultural 
freight) ever vanish beyond memory, beyond knowing—and I was moved in an entirely other way.
—Ed Hall, writer and Up Right volunteer

Nick Cave is one of my favorite artists! I love his visual and performing art. His SoundSuits were my first introduction to him as 
an artist. I’ve been mesmerized every since. I’ve always wanted to meet him and was happy I had the opportunity here to do so. 
I loved the space and the energy of the performance. It was quite captivating. The work that was placed into each piece was 
amazing!
—Wyatt Phillips, administrative Assistant, Spelman College Museum of Fine Art

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-bT3fPu9t8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-bT3fPu9t8


FUTURISTIC
GLIMPSEMonsters on Ponce: Nick Cave’s Wild Rompus
By Sheyda Mehrara

Nick Cave makes me feel like I'm in a heady dream, one where I'm surrounded by maturated Dr. Seuss charac-
ters who beckon me to join in a jubilant drum circle of fur and feathers. But these monstrous creatures are very 
real.  
Fashioned from found objects, the artist's celebrated "Soundsuits" have made Cave famous, but they are only a 
small part of his plan for Atlanta. At Ponce City Market, a multi-disciplinary development in the historic Sears, 
Roebuck & Co. building in the city's Old Fourth Ward neighborhood, he will perform “Up Right Atlanta,” which will 
be the most financially ambitious exhibition commissioned by public arts organization Flux Projects to date. 
Cave’s performance is expected to be a public relations feeding frenzy.
"Back at my studio," He says, "I have a journal with about thirty performances that I want to pursue. This became 
an amazing opportunity for me to present this piece. Flux..." Cave pauses. "They just get it. It’s important for me 
to come to a city and get a vibe for where the piece will transpire." 
Via six free performances (featuring contributions from noted choreographer T. Lang) Cave intends to depict the 
ceremonial rite of passage for seven locally-chosen initiates, a story he will tell through moving sculptures "as a 
celebration of the initiate's individual journey." Sounds fabulously weird, doesn't it?



UP RIGHT
ATLANTA

UP RIGHT: ATLANTA – NICK CAVE AND T. LANG, TRANSFORMATION IN THE HEART OF THE CITY
HEZ STALCUP
19.05.15

Between April 24-27th, Up Right: Atlanta presented a profound collaborative performance between artist Nick Cave and Atlanta-based choregrapher, T. Lang 
presented by Flux Projects. The joining of  forces resulted in a two part piece, part 1 was directed by T. Lang and was linked firmly to the loud, lively, and 

familiar SoundSuits. Part 2, directed by Nick Cave, broke down and built up seven young black men in a rite of  passage performance. Throughout the hour 
the audience experienced an internal shift: vertebrae align, an energy spreads from the performers to the audience, an awareness permeates from the loud 

pulse of  joyous movement to the unraveling and rewinding of  spirit and self.   – Stephanie Dowda

“I like that name,” Nick Cave said to me, smiling, before he handed me a lab coat and checked the fit.
Calm, approachable, focused and devastatingly handsome – I wanted to melt and rise up simultaneously, on the spot. And, spoiler alert: within the week, we 

all did.  

Up Right: Atlanta premiered at the soon-to-be-open Ponce City Market in Midtown Atlanta, April 23-26. A tour-de-force collaboration between Chicago-based 

artist Nick Cave and local choreographer T. Lang, Cave was invited by the Atlanta arts organization Flux Projects, whose mission is to seek out and fund 

Public Art for broad audiences. Bringing the collaboration of  Cave and T. Lang to Ponce City Market was their biggest project to date and a sign of  great 
things to come for this Atlanta-based arts organization.

The initial sight of  the towering SoundSuits turning the corner after a sudden drumbeat inside the performance space would give me chills every time I wit-

nessed it. T. Lang’s thoughtful-meets-aggressive movement sent hair and raffia flying emotively, opening the gateway for the entire audience to enter. And 
immediately, once inside the very long hallway of  not-quite-renovated Ponce City Market, I could feel the transformation of  the space, the audience, even 

myself, begin.
Continue to the next page...

http://thefanzine.com/contributors/#hezs
http://thefanzine.com/contributors/#hezs
http://fluxprojects.org/upright
http://fluxprojects.org/upright


With Up Right, Cave and T. Lang created a space of equality and attention outside of our usual social landscape. Cave special-
izes in intentional altered states of reality through the use of movement and anonymizing by masking the entire body.

For seven shows, I watched an entire room unlock. Even while in costume waiting to go on, I and the other cast members (in-
cluding Cave himself) couldn’t help but wander into the crowd and join in the virtually involuntary desire to move to the visual 
rhythm.

Morgan Carlisle, a local Choreographer and Dancer had this to say about her transformative experience performing completely 
body-masked: “As a young, black, female artist, Nick Cave created an experience that I go through often as I try to connect with 
people in the arts; dismissal and bias. While dancing, I made connections with and received smiles and cheers from the 
audience. When I returned to the second half of the show in my street clothes, those same people would not even look me in the 
eyes. I was still the same person, everyone else was different. It was an eerie feeling, but I needed to know these reactions to-
wards me meant nothing as to who I am and how powerful I can be.”
For the second act, in which I was performing, Cave constructed SoundSuits that could be built on top of a person. According to 
the narrative, which will take place between many different sets of performers, there first enters the “Initiate,” who will receive the 
suit, and the “Practitioner” clad in white lab coat and gloves, who builds the SoundSuit pieces onto the Initiate so that a full trans-
formation can occur.

Cave is known for public transformation in his works. Taking materials from the familiar (fabric and straw), the uniquely familiar 
(human hair) and even the nostalgic and mundane (pearler beads, crocheted throws), once combined the reclamation of the cos-
tume is astounding if not exquisite every time.
As a performer from inside the show, as the rigor and delight of T. Lang’s dancers cascaded across the stage and out of the 
room, Practitioners and then Initiates slowly entered the stage and moved in seamless unison of interlocked performance. I felt 
time slip away. My one focus was Anthony, the young Initiate I was paired with. I would move to him again and again, building 
with a new sculptural element each time, eventually I would watch him disappear into his SoundSuit, the layers completely en-
compassing him. There was no way to miss the political relevance to our news now: watching young Black Men disappear from 
our community daily, echoed in the presence and performance of each young, black, male Initiatie.

At the end of the construction, Anthony became large and took up space, then made a rustling sound–which Cave himself has 
past described as transporting him into ‘a place of protest’. The Initiate then rises from his set, slowly walks the stage in a hyp-
notic pattern, and exits the piece through the parted crowd. The tension between beauty, protest, and weight of the constructed 
SoundSuits folds in on itself.

“I loved the idea of selflessness,” said Atlanta-based dancer Mickael McNeil of her role in the performance. “As a Practitioner, my 
energy and time played an important role for someone else. Every part and piece mattered, which helped me to realize on a big-
ger scale, every single person matters whether or not they are big or small in our society. Watching everything come together 
was magical. From rehearsal to performing it was a life changing experience.”
One of the Initiates, Atlanta Dance Instructor Pierre Bush had this to say: “ I am so very grateful and proud to have been a part of 
[Up Right : Atlanta], to have opened myself up like never before and to have searched deep to absorb as much of the beauty, 
symbols and deeper meanings encompassed in this project…where the connection to being an Initiate became very personal 
and moving. I was the ‘crying Initiate.’ I was moved to tears.”
It also did not escape the audience. One person told me they saw the Initiates neatly folded piles of clothes as the “personal ef-
fects” one gets from the police after a death. “A funeral mound.” Another audience member said they saw us as “undertakers”. 
The slow pace and delicate movements allowed the audience to stay with these moments and deepen into the experience. I 
have never seen a piece so effective that went from fast-paced to incredibly slow. I know enough about ritual to know that you 
raise the energy and then you focus it. I think this is the path of great art, too.
What I love about Nick Cave’s work is the intersection of fashion, the sculptural use of textiles, dance and movement as an ex-
pression of the body rather than the other way around. That he is able to use these elements seamlessly in a political dialogue is 
a testament to his originality, dedication to agency, and incredible artistry.
One of my favorite quotes of Cave’s is him speaking of himself: “I have found my middle and now am working toward what I am 
leaving behind.” His goal to create work that mobilizes other artists to build political momentum into their own work is palpable 
through the incredible generosity of his collaboration. Literally, he directly called to the artists in front of him to take on the re-
sponsibility of this work. And from what I could see, he was met with profound understanding.
He left the lit flame of our hearts with the weight of making work, making art, and speaking truth.
——————-
Hez Stalcup is an Atlanta-based Dance Artist. They are currently a Leap Year Resident with MINT Gallery.
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